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Book. * * A timely analysis of the current state and prospects
for African industrial capabilities in relation to that of other
developing regions * * Provides recent figures on industrial
competitiveness indicators for a large number of developing
countries (especially African countries). * * It develops new
tools of comparison in terms of technological and industrial
performance allowing the detection of outliers and similarities
of performance across regions and countries. This book
describes Africa s position within the current industrial global
setting and analyses the recent performance of African
manufacturing relative to that of other developing regions. It
stresses the rapidly changing technological challenges faced
by African economies and Africa s poor response to the threats
posed by other developing regions such as East Asia. This
analysis is based on the examination of a set of drivers of
competitiveness related to technology, skills and foreign direct
investment. With some exceptions for the two outliers (South
Africa and Mauritius), African scores in all these indicators are
far behind the international dynamics. The observation of
these drivers suggests that the basic problem of...
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R eviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your book. I
discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this book to understand.
-- Dor othy Sa wa yn
Absolutely one of the better pdf We have possibly study. I could comprehended almost everything out of this written e
ebook. You can expect to like how the writer write this ebook.
-- Gr a yce K shler in
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